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Chapter l
INTRODUCTION
Adult Day Care is in its infancy within the United
States, but its growth is rapid due to changes in socio
economic factors in the nation.

A problem that plagues

thousands of American families occurs when both husband and
wife work and there are elderly relatives who live with them
but who are unable to care for themselves.

Also, elderly

persons who live alone and are socially isolated need the
services of an Adult Day Care center.

Many believe that the

development of day care centers is an acceptable solution to
this problem.
Basically, the aim of the centers is to serve the
older person who needs supervision, but does not need the
level of care furnished by a hospital or nursing home on an
around-the-clock basis.
A big advantage of the day care approach is that it
is less costly than other forms of care.

It provides super-

vised attention for medical and recreational needs, compan
ionship and socialization, a pleasant, comfortable and safe
environment, self-care training, including memory improve
ment, physical and mental co-ordination, dressing and groom
ing skills, leisure-time activiti
l

2

one meal a day, containing the equivalent of one third of
the daily nutritional requirements.

Adult Day Care is a

magnificent alternative to institutionalization.
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study

Statement of the problem.

was (1) to examine a brief history of Adult Day Care Centers;
(2) to conduct a needs assessment on Adult Day Care Centers
in Southside Virginia; and (3) to develop a comprehensive
plan for an Adult Day Care Center in Southside Virginia.
Importance of the study.

The importance of this

study is to illustrate how Adult Day Care Centers have
evolved throughout the years and to give the reader a better
understanding of what Adult Day Care Centers are.

Also, the

study is designed to show the effect Adult Day Care Centers
have upon the elderly and to review the various guidelines
that need to be followed in the establishment and operation
of an Adult Day Care Center in Southside Virginia.
Basic Assumptions.

Assumptions that served as the

basis for this paper were (1) that the research was desir
able;

(2) that the research was done because there was a

lack of knowledge on the subject; and (3) that those who
attend Longwood College might someday benefit from this
study.
D,·l imi.1 a ·.i.011�; of lh, :;Ludy.

I
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to periodicals, books, brochures, State and Federal agencies,
personal visitations to Adult Day Care Centers, and personal
interviews.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Adult Geriatric Day Care Center-- primarily a social
program for the frail, moderately handicapped, or slightly
confused older person who nee1s care during the day for all
or some part of a week--eitheL because he lives alone and
cannot manage altogether on his own or, by sharing some of
the responsibility for his caLe, to relieve his family and
thereby, help them to keep him at home.
duration of attendance is set.

No time limit for

A participant may continue

in the program as long as he or his family wishes and as
long as no health risk is involved.
Ambulatory-- able to walk about and not be bedridden.
Nonambulatory-- not able to walk about and are bedridden.
Respite Care-- services provided for care of adults
who are aged, infirm or disabled, through a temporary separa
tion from their family for short, specified periods of time
on a regular or intermittent basis, for the purpose of re
lieving the family of his/her care in order to meet planned
or emergency needs.
Incontinent-- lacking self-restraint such a

failur2

to r •strain s •xual appetite.
c;,,1·i,1tric-- r ,l:-1tinq l;o Lhr� <-HJ ·cl 01: Llll; 1i1·<H�,·::::
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aging.
Gerontology-- a branch of knowledge dealing with
aging and the problems of the aged.

Private Paying Participant-- a person who is able to
pay directly for their care in a day care center without
help from other sources.
Therapist-- a person trained in methods of treat
ment and rehabilitation other than the use of drugs or
surgery.
Social Worker-- agents who can offer various pro
fessional services, activities, or methods concretely con
cerned with the investigation, treatment, and material aid
of the economically underprivileged and socially maladjusted.
Psychologist-- a person who studies the mind and its
behavior in relation to a particular field of knowledge or
activity.
CETA-- Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
provides jobs for unemployed and economically disadvantaged
persons.
VISTA-- a volunteer organization whose members work
at no charge (Volunteers In Service To America).
SCSEP-- Senior Community Service Employment Program
provides employment opportunities for low income persons 55
and over.
Consultant-- one who gives professional advice or
servic
:;ti:· k , __

.Judd ,n dim Lnution o _

t

fJti of
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sensation, and voluntary motion caused by rupture or
obstruction of an artery of the brain.
Organic Brain Syndromes-- those who are disoriented
in time, place, or person and are seriously forgetful.
Reality Orientation and Remotivation are given to help
alleviate this condition.
Psychiatric Disorders-- persons who may be deluded,
depressed, excited, feeble, or have hallucinations.
Title XX Funds-- Title XX of the Social Security Act
specifically provides for a variety of home-base services.
The Federal government meets 75% of all costs associated with
Title XX programs, up to a ceiling amount determined by each
State's allocation formula.

At least 50% of each State's

Federal allocation under Title XX must be expended for ser
vices to those eligible for, or in receipt of, aid to fami
lies with dependent children, SSI, and/or Federally financed
medical assistance (Medicaid).

Federal law requires that

services under Title XX be directed to one of five goals:
achieving or maintaining economic self-support to prevent,
reduce or eliminate dependency; achieving or maintaining
self-sufficiency including reduction or prevention of depen
dency; preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploita
tion of children and adults unable to protect their own
interests, or preserving, rehabilitating, or reuniting families;

preventing or reducing inappropriate institutional

care by providing for community-based care, I om •-bar-.:c.;c1 cc.1cc,
r· l

,i;._;

int::. nsj_v ' c,11� , ;
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or admission for institutional care when other forms of care
are not appropriate, or providing services to individuals in
institutions.

The State ruust provide one service directly

to meeting each of these goals, as well as, free services
for SSI recipients who need such services.
Needs Assessment-- a study done in a particular
subject area of suspected need which will either prove or
disprove the belief that a need existed in the first place.
In-Kind Funds-- services offered to an agency such
as office space, utilities, custodial services, etc.

No

money changes hands but a monetary value is placed on the
services donated.
Medicare-- Title XVIII of the Social Security Act is
a Federal health insurance program for persons 65 and older,
as well as for some disabled persons under the age of 65.
Participation in the program is based on the payment of
special taxes into the sys�em.
Medicaid-- Title XIX of the Social Security Act is
designed to provide comprehensive health coverage for reci
pients of Federally-aided public assistance, for recipients
of SSI, and for medically-�ndigent older persons.

Medicaid

is administered by the State with matching funds provided by
the Federal government.
Title V Funds-- furds used to alter, renovate, or
acquire equipm nt for an existing building tlat is being oc
hc.s !J 'C:n converted int
/1·1icl,)�; ol'

a JY.uLtipurposc s ,nior cil:jzcn

lnc�o1�prn·.11io11--

d

cluc11111r·111·

ll,.11

'L'ItlL!r·.

11,1'.:
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be submitted to the State Corporation Commission stating the
purpose and initial Board of Directors members for the
Corporation being formed.

A lawyer usually drafts the docu

ment and becomes the Incorporator or registered agent of the
firm.
By-Laws-- written rules and regulations which govern
the Corporation and its Board cf Directors.
Charter-- a certificate that is received from the
State Corporation Commission showing the date that the apply
ing agency was offi cially incorporated.
State License-- a license that is granted by the
Vi rginia Department of Welfare, Division of Licensing, after
an Adult Day Care Center has met all the requirements man
dated by this governmental agency.
I.R.S. Tax Exemption Certifi cate (501-C-3)-- a form
that needs to be filled out by �ny philanthropic agency that
has become incorporated so that they can confirm their pri
vate non profit status and be eKempt from paying federal
income tax.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The research techniques were historical and survey
in nature.

The study was confined to material available in

the libraries concerned with a ging.

In addition, informa-

tion, made available via the Vi:ginia Office on Aging,
0

tuart Circle l\dult Day Care C ntcr, p ,r ·onal inL''CVi.e;w��,
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Resources was used.
ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
The remainder of this study was organized under four
chapters.

The organization was:

Chapter 2, "A Review of the

Literature Relating to the History of Adult Day Care Centers";
Chapter 3, "A Needs Assessment of Southside Virginia for an
Adult Day Care Center for the Elderly"; Chapter 4, "A Plan
for Operating an Adult Day Care Center in Southside Virginia'';
and Chapter 5

1.1

"Summary and Findings".

Chapter 2
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELATING TO THE HISTOIY
OF ADUL T DAY CARE CENTERS
Historically, the concept of daytime care for adults
has been known as Psychiatric Day Hospitals.

The earliest

examples of adult day care programs were in Moscow in 1932,
Montreal in 1946, and England in 1961.

Most day care cen

ters in the United States are less than seven years old.
There are approximately seventy such centers in operation in
1
the United States today.
These Psychiatric Day Hospitals were known as faci
lities for the emotionally disturbed and were also called
Day Hospitals or Night Hospitals.

The main idea of psychi

atric day hospitals is to keep the patient going in his own
home, taking part in his usual activities and working if at
all possible.

P sychiatric staff learn from bitter experi-

ence that 24-hour hospital care, especially if it is pro
longed, creates more problems than it solves.

The patient

and his family lose touch with each other, and the patient
is "out of things" generally with a big job of catching up
2
to do when he is released.
Most importantly, in a hospital setting, the patiC:nt
is r licvcd too much of dc1y-to-day rcsponsiL>iliti<..:s which lie.:

will ildV ' tu rc:�.·um - wh'n he 1. ,�1v ,<·.
')

I•:v '11 l i LL 1 c; 1.li i 11q:: I i l:c!
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getting himself up in the morning, deciding when to bathe or
shave, answering the telephone, taking clothes to the dry
cleaners- all those little chores that one usually does not
think about, add up to a lot to be remembered if someone
must start doing them again after months or maybe years
during which hospital staff took all the responsibility.

In

recent years mental hospitals have tried to do less for pa
tients; however, in an institution that is difficult to do,
with too few staff and so much of the day's work relying on

.
3
routine.

Some psychiatric patients can get along very well at
home with regular visits to the doctor.

During certain

stages of illness, some patients can handle a little respon
sibility but not too much, and some families can put up with
problems but not too much.

A Day Hospital (or Night Hospi

tal, depending on when the patient is under most strain) can
take off some of the pressure.

Similar arrangements have

been developed for the mentally retarded.4

The United States is far behind other countries in
applying this same reasoning to aged or physically icapacitated persons of any age.

We have been building nursing

homes and financing institutional care and, meanwhile, be
coming increasingly distressed about the quality of care
offered to old people in these facilities.

Not only are

many of these institutions depressing, but in even th
ther

best,

arc many c:t3"cd rersons who would have pref _ruc1 to r ,_
uLc.l

hav '

d

n '

r;o,

i

r·

f:0111,·

!..: 1pJH>1 t
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services had been availiable to them.5
England started day hospitals for disabled adults,
many of them aged.

They found that many patients in acute

general hospitals could be discharged earlier if continued
treatment on a day basis were available.

They also found

that ·day hospitals could be used to assess patients before
they were admitted to 24-hour in-patient care, and in many
instances patients could be treated without admission. 6
A combination of day hospitals and day care centers
is an important element in the British system of geriatric
care.

Patients can move on to day care centers when the

need for intensive treatment diminishes or back to the day
hospital if indicated.

The existence of these two kinds of

programs, as well as many others, lends flexibility to the
system so that each individual gets the kind of care he needs
at any particular time (to the extent, of course, that ap

propriate services are available). 7

Another feature of the British system and those of
Scandinavian countries is a varied network of home delivered
services--health care and also the simple, relatively inex
pensive supportive services that can make the difference
between an old person's remaining at home or having to be

cared for somewhere else (which most older people dread) .8
These services include housekeeping, small home re
pairs, meals delivered to the home or available at nearby
"l11nchoon club ", and vacation trips (even .for the instituti 011c1 I. i ,'.(,;c.l

clCJ(,;U)

·1mon9

l:.lwr.:_;.

<)

Only a few psychiatric day hospitals and very few
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day hospitals for the physically impaired operate specifically for the aged.

Some facilities may not be called that

but in effect provide considerable medical and nursing care,
occupational therapy and physical therapy.

The first c:1- 1-,

hospital for this latter category of patients to be funded
by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare was ap
proved as a pilot project in June 1972 at the Burke Rehabi

litation Center in White Plains, New York_lO

Adult day care centers are springing up under
various auspices from state mental hospitals to churches.
They seem to have some experiences in common-- such as the
need for home-to-center transportation, but also differ from
.
11
each other in many ways.
The future of Day Care centers for the elderly seem
to be an idea that is spreading.

Many health officials now

believe that an acceptable solution to the problem is in
sight through the development of day care centers for the
elderly across the country.

The problem being that when

both husband and wife go out to work, what can be done with
elderly relatives who are .unable to look after themselves
during the day?

12

Basically, the aim of the centers is simple - to
serve the older person who needs constant attention, but
does not need the level of care furnished by a ho ·pit l or
nursing horn

on a round-the-clock bc.1.sis.

l\nothcr c1dv ntag'-'
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other forms of care.
ting them up.

However, there are roadblocks to set-

Health officials believe there may be a rapid

growth of day care facilities to fill a national need.

Some

have said, "It could be the answer to a prayer."
The problem, in many families, is basically this:

A

workingman or woman or a couple has an elderly dependent who
cannot prepare his meals, take medicine on schedule, or tend
to his sanitary needs.
1.

The choices facing them are:

One of those employed can stop working and turn
into a full-time nurse-companion.

2.

A nurse-companion can be hired, but often at a cost
the family cannot afford.

3.

The dependent can be placed in an institution,

although he may not need such care full-time.13
As an alternative to these choices, the day care

center has obvious advantages.

The patient (many establish-

ments prefer a term 1ike "participant" or "group member" )
arrives in the morning, stays all day, and returns home at
night.

Meals and snacks, and sometimes transportation, are

furnished.

Most programs are designed to operate five days

a week, though individual "clients" may be cared for on a
curtailed schedule.
Because day care centers are relatively new, they
are all in a somewhat experimental stage.

But each of them,

in order to qualify under the definition proposed by the
Department oE II alth, Education, and Welfare, should oEfe:r
L:]H;

l'oll wi.1HJ:

I

1.

A pleasant, comfortable and safe environment.

2.

Immediate access to skilled medical attention.

3.

Self-care training, including memory improvement,
physical and mental co-ordination, dressing and
grooming.

4.

Leisure-time activities in groups.

5.

At least one meal a day, containing the equivalent
of one third of the daily nutritional requirement.

6.

Supervised administration of required medication

and physical therapy. 14

Loneliness, with its danger of fear and disorienta
tion, is one of the major burdens an older person has to
bear - according to psychiatrists who have studied the prob
lem.
tacts.

A day care center offers the stimulus of social con
The participant gets variety and healthy excitement.

Then, at the end of the day, there is a return to reassuring
familiar surroundings.

"We think that socialization and

activity are key elements in therapy for our participants,"
says the director of one center that has been in successful
15
operation for more than two years.
Because health-care costs vary from place to place,
there is no standard fee for day care service.

It is

usually less expensive than round-the-clock care, however.
The price at a first class nursing home, for example, can
range from $20 to $50 for a 24-hour day.
Eac · l.i.. ty of tl 1
l t1 l

in

L vindalc H brew G

ll,1lLim;n�,

·]l,

'.C ia tr ic

charcJ' .i.:; '.;·1· <l cldy,

At the day car
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transportation both ways.

Cost-effectiveness studies are

under way elsewhere under HEW and State health departments'

gui'dance. 16

A study by the Arizona Institute for Research shows
twenty-three centers in operation in the Eastern Seaboard
States, twelve in the West, including Hawaii, and sixteen in
the Midwest and Southwest.

Most are operated in conjunction

with hospitals or nursing homes supported by public or charitable funds.

Operators of proprietary hospitals and nursing

homes are showing increasing interest.

Still, several fact-

ors may delay any rapid growth in day care centers.

Medi-

care does not cover charges of a day care center, and
neither does Medicaid in most States.

Without such assured

payments, private operators may hold back from starting centers.

17

The best way of finding such a center, an HEW official suggests, is to consult one's local health or welfare
And State officials in charge of programs for
the aged may have answers on availability of such care.18
department.

Chapter 3
A NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA FOR AN
ADULT DAY CARE CENTER FOR THE ELDERLY
SECTION I:

STATEMENT OF METHODOLOGY

The procedures used to conduct this needs assessment
were interviews with local Welfare Deparment Directors, on
site visits to Adult Day Care Centers and Nursing Homes,
data generated by Federal and State Agencies, information
from the literature concerned with Adult Day Care, statis
tical data from the State Health Department, the Virginia
Center on Aging, and the Virginia Office on Aging, local
Public Hearings on the Needs of the Elderly, and a needs
assessment survey done in the Keysville area of Charlotte
County headed by Dr. Albert E. Dimmack a professor at the
Center on Aging of the Presbyterian School of Christian
Education in Richmond, Virginia.

This study is referred to

in the remainder of this chapter as the "local survey".
SECTION II:

TARGET POPULATION

In the planning of an Adult Day Care Center, the
target population and its needs to be served must be readily
identified.

It must be learned what services are already

availabl, to m ct those needs, th- extent to which the ·a
I Ci

services are utilized by the group they are intended to

17

serve, and what the effects of these services are on the
users of the services and on their families.

It should also

be estimated the extent to which present services fall short
of meeting both present and
.
popu 1 ations.

19

future needs of their target

Identifying the target population is necessary for
the assessment of needs to be served.

According to the data

available, the defined target population is 13,710 persons
aged sixty or over who reside in Planning District Fourteen
of Virginia and 8,658 in the four counties of Nottoway,
Lunenburg, Amelia, and Prince Edward, the primary service
area.2° Further information needed to focus more closely on
the target population must be interpolated from statewide or
nationwide sources.

The assumption is made that these

statistics hold true for residents of Planning District
Fourteen.
Five percent of all Americans age sixty or over live
in institutions.

The Virginia Office on Aging finds that

this percentage is also accurate for residents of Virginia.
Applying the 5% figure to the target population yields 686
people in Planning District 14 age sixty or over who live in
institutions, and 433 of these live in the primary service
area.

When institutionalized residents are excluded from

Planning District Fourteen's elderly population, there
r mains a po ·ibl12 target pupulation of 13,024 in tJ,., plan-

Nationally, 48.7% of Americans age sixty or over

18

have some functional limitation to the extent that they are
in need of assistance from another person in order to carry
on normal activities of daily living.

The Virginia Office on

Aging finds this percentage to be 46.5% for Virginia residents.
Applying the lower percentage to the previously stated total
population figures and allowing for individuals in institu
tions yields 5,899 individuals in Planning District Fourteen
and 3,509 individuals in the primary service area who are
age sixty or over and are functionally impaired and reside
in their own home.
It is necessary to further refine this data to eliminate those individuals who:
(a)

have some communicable disease

(b)

are bedridden

(c)

are incontinent

(d)

exhibit harmful behavior.

Making a generous allowance of 15% according to U.S. National
Health survey for individuals who either have a communicable
disease, are bedridden, or incontinent, or exhibit harmful
behavior, the final totals for the target population equals
4,834 individuals in Planning District Fourteen and 3,052
individuals in the primary service who could benefit from an
Adult Day Care Center.
SEC'J1 ION TII:
/\n

c111,1

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS
l yf; i::, ) C 1:11 ' c 'Sea rcll i ndi ,a tcs tlw t the�,. , , 1 1-, .
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six primary needs of elderly persons.
1)

Recreation

2)

Education

3)

Nutrition

4)

Medical/Rehabilitative Services

5)

In-Center Social Services

6)

Outreach (In-Home) Services
RECREA'I'ION
Evidence of need for the proposed Recreation program

is as follows; the State-wide Survey of Older Virginians
indicated that 40% of those surveyed enjoyed participating in
recreational activities or had a perceived need to partici-

. . .
21
pate in these activities.

There are very few other studies that address them
selves to the recreational needs of the elderly population.
This is perhaps due to the relatively low priority that
recreation has received in our society.

It was only after

world War II that recreation received public attention.

A

recreational policy at the national level is just now being
formulated.

Thus, recreation in general is an area in need

of much research, and included in this, studies are needed
into the factors influencing recreational needs of the
elderly.

22

It is useful to define "recreation"; it is actively
"Any activity in which individuals participute

defined as:
for cnj ym

1

t."

•rhc l\dul t Day Car

Cont r do

not pr

J.JOS ,
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to provide recreational activities for its clientele for the
purpose of filling up idle time.

Rather, the center's goal

is to provide opportunities for increased social interaction
for older persons with their peers as well as with other age
groups in the community.
The Adult Day Care Center proposes to create a
recreational planning board to assess the recreational needs
of its individual clientele and to implement a plan to fulfill these needs.

The board will serve to manage and coor-

dinate recreational activities in the outside of the center.
EDUCATION
Continuing education for older persons is a fairly
recent practice in the United States.

Under Title I, Section

132 of the proposed Higher Education Act, continuing education includes:

. programs intended to affect the

II

knowledge skills and attitudes of persons who have left the
traditionally sequenced educational system .

fl

The

program usually includes:
1)

Enrichment,

2)

Retirement,

3)

Second Careers, and

4)

Advocacy.

23

Because of declining enrollment in colleges and
universities, continuing education for older adults is pro
vided through these institutions with government funding.
When survcyQd a.bout their knowledge of S 'Di r
'i.Li'.I. •11:: ffi.Cfll,_!l' ,,:du

'd

i n l\'L, 1:11,
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responded that 55+% of them did not know of the act.

The

assumption was, had they known of the opportunity, they would
have taken advantage of it.
More specifically, the elderly in Southside Virginia
have a relatively l□w level of education.

According to the

local survey, 50.6 percent of those surveyed had less than
eight years of education.

Sixty-five persons surveyed asked

to have more adult educational programs.

There is a need and

interest among older adults to pursue their education.
"The capacity to learn, to remember, and to reflect
continues without l□ss far into old age for almost all per
sons,"

according t□ James Peterson, professor of sociology

at the Andrus Gernotology Center.

The older person's wider

range of knowledge and experiences compensates for any de
crease in perceptions.

Thus if the availability and the

proper educational program is made accessible to the elder
population, the lat2r years can be futher enriched.
NUTRITION
Let us first recognize that the majority of older
persons have the continuing physical ability to obtain, prepare, and consume their own meals.
ability

Even with physical

. they night not always have the income, know-

ledge, or desire to maintain a nutritionally adequate diet.
There is also a min□rity (which, although a minority, is
numerically large) □£ older people who, because of some
physical ancl / ir mental disabil ty, will I c unable tu lJL.

'JJC:l

((_;
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maintaining residence in their own individual housing situa25
Results of the statewide and the local survey show
tions.
that not all older persons are receiving a well-balanced
diet even in their own homes.

In the local survey, sixty-one

persons wanted meals-on-wheels; sixty-nine persons needed
food stamps; thirty-two persons needed help in preparing
their meals; and eight persons said that it was impossible
for them to prepare their own meals.

The statewide survey

shows that one or more of the five food groups was missing
in the previous day's meal for 16% of the elderly.26

or fruit juices were most frequently omitted. 27

Fruits

Nearly one

fourth of the elderly consume only two meals a day.

The

statewide survey also shows that approximately twelve per
cent of older Virginians have received some regular assis
tance with meal preparation during the past six months.
In view of this information an out-of-residence or
group dining food program to provide an adequate nutritional
meal for all who attend the Adul t Day Care Center is necessary.

Logically, �� program operated

for �� age group for

eight hours or more per day should provide a balanced nutri
tional meal.
MEDICAL REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
While the elderly make up 10% of the population,

they account for over 30% of the health care costs. 28

Older

people are more likely to seek medical services over a longer
period of tirn0 tlan younger persons.

This is partly du� to

. con d.itions.
.
29
ch ronic
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Health professionals have not been

trained in meeting the special medical needs of the old.
Medical schools do not offer courses in geriatric medicine·,

yet it is the elderly who seek medical care most often and
for longer periods of time.30

The medical services already existent, are insuffic
ient in meeting the special needs of an older population.
Too many times elderly individuals are institutionalized
because of medical reasons which normally could be prevented
by health education and medical outreach facilities.

Since

health is an important part of the older person's

life,

there needs to be a medical service that caters to

the

problems the older person may have.
The purpose of a multi-medical service as is
proposed in the Adult Day Care Center is to coordinate
medical/social services dealing with the inter-related needs
of an older individual.

In meeting these needs, the center

includes a number of clinics within one large medical clinic.
More detail about this clinic is in chapter 4.
A need for Medical/Rehabilitative services for such
things as physical health, mental health, dental health,
personal care, physical therapy, etc., was pointed out in
the local survey.

Thirteen of the persons survey_d either

needed someone to prepare their own medicines and drugs,
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remind them to take their medication, or were completely
unable to take the�r own medicine.
Forty -three point two percent of the per�ons said
that their eyesight with glasses or contacts were either fair
or poor .

Forty

point two percent of the respondents said

that their hearing was either fair or poor.

Sixty-five per

sons reported dental probbems and more than a third or 37.6
percent reported foot problems.

Twenty-nine percent or 76

persons wanted better medical care.

Fifteen persons rated

their life as dull and boring and 9 persons described their
degree of satisfaction with life as they now lived it as
poor.

Asked if they would like to talk with someone about

their personal or family problems 45 or 17.6 percent
responded, "yes". This response is an important element in
future planning for Mental Health services for the elderly.
These facts and figures found as a result of this local sur
vey clearly justify the need for Medical Rehabilitative
Services.
IN-CENTER SOCIAL SERVICES
In serving the needs of the older individual the in
center social services component performs a major function
of intake and referral of persons to the appropriate staff
and areas of the center.

Social workers are an es�ential

ingredient to ti is purpose, in talking with an older person
and striving with the older p rson to identify spcci E ic 2.1nd
ccl·t tod

11 ,

•cl:; tr.J ].JC; :::.:�rvcd.

J;,1/',I1ii-,1l,·::.:ir,1,.1I.:

In add.ttion to socia.l

(i.,·. 1.1.·,1i11,·d ::l.i.11·1
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and counseling) mQy be e�ploy0d.

Old�r persons th�mselv2s

�ay be uniquely qualified for this task since they are very
likely to be able bo relate effectively to their peers in
ways that many younger persons may not.
On the state level of the elderly persons surveyed,
89+� ans•.-1er2d "No" when 2.s1:e::d, "Duriny the.: ;_)ast. 6 rnontr1s did
someone see that you got the kind� of help you nc-2ctea1
.,

,_

II
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One of the foremost problens to be dealt with by
pro?osed center's in-center services is that of providing
legal serv ices to older persons.
In addition to the legal perplexities encou�tered by
all citizens, the elderly must deal with problems of
�ensions, medical care, age discrimination, guardian
; hio, invol t::ntary cc!cl.:,1itme::nt, nursing home care, and
hou;ing. They are ?rindipal claimants for Supple
mental Security Income, Medicaid, and, of course
0 E,,...SO""' ct')')l vi ng -for bc.-r.efi -rs -r=,-o:n +-hs.s.::o
r---!edicare.
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In 2ddition:
Perhaps more than any group, the eldC;rly roly upon
complex public and 9rivat2 institutions fo� their
dailv subsistence. Therefore, their legal problens
relaie to the ?Olicies and actions of gover�mental
aaencies and orivatc corporations, both of which
ofte:1. 1.:irescnt- t.1:1deci��J1�... 2r2b2-8 bureaucratic n:r:lzes
�nus, the e;lderly are, en one hand, c�nfronted with
a vast compl8x of crucial legal issuc::s, bure2ucra2ies
and :Eo:tms 1.-.1ith ,·:hici·! to duJ.l; 2r:c.1 on the ot: e;r riand,
they have �o rC;al ?lac] to tur� for adequat2 and
,-,-f.::cc,··1v
· -- ·,c:•::1 c•·'·;-,1"c.- 3
-.:,;-.L

u.c ,.,'.cl!L c..: 'l.
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Thc n....:2c.1 thon, is £or "adC;quatc and c::f.f:e;ctiv-

0 U'l'REl',CH ( IN- I!0�,1E) SERVICES
Outreach (In-Home) Services will be provi�ed by the
Adult Day Care Center to assure that persons who attend the
Adult Day Care Center have transportation to and from the
Center and that persons who no longer attend the Adult Dav
Care Center have access to �ssistance that will keC:p them
independent and out df institutions.

Z-'cl l of the n2C:ds

assessment surveys by Piedmont Senior Resources that have
been done over the past three years have shewn trans2ortation to be the nu.mber one nsed of the elderly persoc:s in
this area.

The lack of public transportation systems in a

rural area, the high cost of owning and operating a vehicle,
and the health problems of some elderly persons are major
complications of transporting the elderly.
The need for Home-Health care is also increasing
each year.

(See Figure I- Virginia Department of Health)

The statewide survey also indicated a need for this service.
The local survey also indicated a need for Home-Health services.

Seventeen pe:c sons stated th2 t they w2re unable to do

any housework and 28 others desired help.

This survey also

found 45 persons with poor eyesight and 2 who were blind.
Other in-home services such as Home Delivered me2ls,
telephone reassurance, friendly vi3itation, personal cars,
·

and wint�rizacion of che hoxc are also needed by a nw�b2r o�
e:: ldc.:r ly.
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the following information has been compiled at Piedmont
Senior Resources over the past three years through needs
assessment questionnaires, public hearings, and public
policy committee newspaper surveys from the seven counties
in the Fourteenth Planning District.

Figures 2 and 3 are

typical examples of those questionnaires and forms used in
the needs assessment.

The questionnaires (Figure 3) were

sent to 700 elderly persons (100 from each county).

The

n eeds indicated by the questionnaire in order of priority
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Transporuation
Recreational Outlets - Group Activities
Companionship
Medical and Dental Assistance
Desire to remain independent and remain in
their own home.
Assistance in personal care such as medication
Better nutrition and food stamps.
Adult Day Care facility for the elderly.
Homemaker Home Health Aides
Home Management
Public Service Benefits Assistance
Legal Services for the Elderly
Meals-on-Wheels
Preventative Health care such as foot treatment,
blood pressure, etc.

As stated by the elderly themselves in Planning District
Fourteen, many of their needs could be met by an Adult Day
Care Center.
SECTION IV:

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this Chapter was to assess the need
for an Adult Day Care facility to be located on the ground·
f P.i. -drn nt

;,.;Li.a 1.·i.c Tl spital.

'.rhc pr-opo!:, d faciU.ty .ir,;
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and over, who do not require twenty-four hour institutional
care, and yet, due to physical or mental impairment, are not
capable of total independent living.

Services will include

both health care and socialization components and will be
offered during daytime hours five days each week.
It is estimated that there are 4834 individuals
residing within the service area who are both eligible for
and in need of Adult Day Care services.

As indicated by the

needs assessments, there were six primary needs, and these
needs could be met in the following ways:
l}

RECREATION:

Older persons aged 60+ will
experience increased social inter
action through participation in
group and individual activities in
a variety of recreational activities.

2)

EDUCATION:

Older persons aged 60+ will gain
personal enrichment as well as
knowledge and guidance in daily
decision-making through participa
tion in a variety of educational
programs and sessions.

3)

NUTRITION:

Older persons
ence improved
participation
meal programs
and programs.

aged 60+ will experi
nutrition through
in on- and off-site
and related services

4)

MEDICAL/REHABILITATIVE
Older persons aged 60+ will experi
SERVICES:
ence improved treatment of physical
needs through the use of a compre
hensive network of medical and
rehabilitative services.

5)

IN-CENTER SOCIAL
Older persons aged 60+ will gain
SERVICES:
aid in daily decision-making
through the us� of a comprehen
sive network of legal, informa
tion<lJ, <lnd counseling �--rvlccs.
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6)

OUTREACH (IN-HOME)
Older persons aged 60+ will gain
SERVICES:
increased access to community ser
vices and facilities to facilitate
independence in a community setting
through the use of transportational
vehicles and personal and home
maintenance services.
1

The geographic service areawill encompass all seven
counties of Planning District Fourteen which are Amelia,
Buckingham, Charlotte, Cumberland, Lunenburg, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward.

In just an eight mile radius within the

District the local survey identified more persons as having
a need for Adult Day Care than the Center could actually
serve.

Based on the fact that the entLre planning district

has 2,818 square miles,and the fact that the areas elderly
needs are basically the same, an assumption could then be
drawn that there is definitely a need for at least one Adult
Day Care Center in Planning District Fourteen.

FIGURE 1

HOME HEAL.TH SERVICES PROGRAM

VIRGINIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEAL rux-

Total Patients Served

1975
1977
1978
1979

*SOURCE:

4,466

7,441
8,740
9, 584-

1980

11,411

198.1 (projected)

11 , 430

Virginia Department of Health.

t

Figure 2

Piedmont Senior /\<?Sources, Inc., your Area Agency on /\gi;1g, has
an opportuni·;y Jo be hccrd at tho state le:vel on issu0s concerning
senior ci1"izens. This agency re:prGsents YOU. Please take a fs-w
minutes to list the ihree (3) problems wiih which you, as a senior
cirizen, are most conccrnecl.
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Chapter 4
A PLAN FOR OPERATING AN ADULT DAY CARE CENTER
IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA
In establishing an Adult Day Care Center there are
nine basic elements to be considered.

These are:

Planning,

Funding, Recreation, Education, Nutrition, Medical/Rehabili
tative Services, In-Center Services, Outreach (In-Home)
Services, and Management.
FUNDING
There are several possibilities of funding avail
able for Geriatric Day Care.

They are:

Title III-B and

III-C under the Older Americans Act, Title XIX Social
Security Act (Medicaid), Title XVIII Social Security Act
(Medicare Part B), Title XX Social Security Act, Community
Mental Health Center Program, Community Services Administra
tion's Senior Opportunities and Services, and philanthropic
organizations, individuals, and foundations.
The plan is to use Older Americans Act funds under
Title III-B and III-C and funds available through Piedmont
Geriatric Hospital through the State office of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation Services in addition to having the
participant act

s a privat
33

paying conswner at th

rate of

34

$15.00 per day.
RECREATION
The objectives of therapeutic recreation services
include, but are not limited to:

Provide a program designed to offer a wide variety

1.

of opportunities for achievement of self-care and
independence on the part of each individual.
2.

Provide improvement in the individual's social
functioning and adjustment.
Provide a program which will insure an opportunity

3.

for participation by all residents according to
their needs, interests, and abilities.
Provide organized recreational activities which are

4.

purposeful to the continued mental, physical, and
social development of the resident.
Provide instructions in a variety of leisure time

5.

activities.
Develop an opportunity for recreational consulta-

6.

.
.
th e
in
tion

f aci. l.i·ty

·
an d community.
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Activities are determined by individual interests
and should be planned for the individual resident, as well
as, for the group.

There are a wealth of activities that

have been and can be programmed for the Adult Day Care facility.

Following is a list of general categories of activi-

tics that
'•d ·l i :lllcl

·1
:;h()u]cl

programmed.
nly lJ'

us,.;]

The

ar

many variatior s of

L:o �;Li.mulat , on ,'u

thinl:inq. �7

I

Games
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Active games
Target and Skill Games
Table and Board Games
Art and Music Activities
Photography
Drawing and Printing Activities
Painting Activities
Sculpture and Carving Activities
Drama Activities
Dance Activities
Music Activities
Writing Activities
Miscellaneous Art and Music Activities
Educational, Entertainment, and Cultural Activities
Radio Listening
Television Watching
Entertainment and Drama Activities
Reading -- Literature Appreciation Activities
Art and Music Appreciation
Self-development Activities
Miscellaneous Educational, Cultural, and
Entertainment Activities
Volunteer Activities
Professional, Technical, and Managerial Activities
Clerical and Sales Activities
Service Activities
Farming, Fishery, and Forestry Activities
Processing Activities
Machine Trade Activities
Bench Work Activities
Structural Work Activities
Miscellaneous Volunteer Activities
Organizational Activities
Athletic and Sport Clubs
Hobby Clubs
Political Groups
Religious Organizations
Cultural and Educational Groups
Social Groups
Ethnic Organizations
Volunteer Scrvic Organizations
Mis cllan •ous Org .nization

I
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Sports
Professional Sports Observation
Individual Non-competitive Sports
Individual Competitive Sports
Dual Sports
Combative Sports
Team Sports
Racing Sports
Miscellaneous Sports
Nature Activities
Passive Enjoyment of Scenery and Wildlife
Observation, Exploration, or Discovery Activities
Gathering of Wild Plant Poods
Campirig Activities
Fishing, Trapping, Etc. of Aquatic Animals
Hunting, Trapping, Etc. of Terrestrial Animals
Raising, Caring For, and Breeding of Plants
Animal Care, Training, Breeding, and Exhibiting
Natural Science Activities
Collection Activities
Autograph, Photograph, and Poster Collections
Coin and Medal Collections
Stamp Collections
Natural Objects Collections
Model Collections
Doll Collections
Art Objects Collections
Antique Collections
Miscellaneous Collections
Craft Activities
Cooking and Food Crafts
Decorating Activities
Interlacing and Interlocking Crafts
Toy, Model, and Kit Assembly
Paper Crafts
Leather and Textile Crafts
Wood and Metal Working Activities
Handyman Activities
Miscellaneous Craft Activities
The recreational service is dependent upon the needs
of th

clientele it services.

Thus, this program i · highly

fl x ·.bl• and sul joct to c n j_dc.ral le change.

Th· rccrca-

J

towards the creation of facilities in which recreational
. d
38
. . .
activities
can b e carrie on.
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Recreation is becoming an increasingly important
aspect in the lives of elderly individuals, as well as in
the lives of the American population in general.

It is

hoped that through a program planned with recreational pre
ferences and needs of older persons in mind, such as the
Adult Day Care Center proposes, the needs for recreation and
for social interaction can be met in the daily lives of
older persons.

39

EDUCATION
Continuing education for older persons is a fairly

recent practice in the United States.40

The proposed Adult

Day Care Center does not suggest creating its own facility
for a continuing education program but rather to utilize
Colleges in the area to offer mini-classes or a lecture
series.
1.

Types of classes planned to be offered are:
Enrichment classes such as cultural pursuits, craft
interests, and intellectual expansion

2.

Social Security and legal education sessions

3.

Nutritional and medical educational sessions

4.

Journalism - creation of Day Care Center newspaper.

The educational program is flexible and depends on the in
terests and needs of the older persons participating.
"Th

apacity to learn, to r •mcber,
I I

n CJ ,

[

nc.l to re:f:lect
.-1.lmoLlL ,.tl.l

persons." 41
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The older person's wider range of knowlege and

experiences compensates for any decrease in perceptions.
Thus, if the availability and the proper educational program
is made accessible to the elder population, the later years
can be further enriched.
NUTRI'rION
For the proposed Adult Day Care Center there will be
an out-of-residence or group-dining food program.

Piedmont

Geriatric Hospital, which presently has kitchen facilities,
will plan the meals on a daily basis through the cooperation
of their Nutritionist and Dietitian.

Cost reductions will

be made through the utilization of surplus USDA foods for
major staple items.

'I'here will be basically three times per

day that food will be available.

A snack at 10:00 and 3:00

and the luncheon meal served at 12:00 noon.

It is hoped

that good nutrition combined with central dining and the
opportunity for interaction with peers and with service per
sons will be of help to the older persons who participate in
the Adult Day Care Center program.
MEDICAL/REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
Because too many times elderly individuals are
institutionalized because of medical reasons which normally
could be pr vented by Health Education and medical outreach
faciliti,s, n1d since health i.:, an im1ortnnt part

.f the,

I
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older persons special problems will be utilized.

It will be

a multi-medical service in the Adult Day Care Center which
will deal with the interrelated needs of the older indivi
dual.

This multi-medical clinic will consist of the follow

ing services:
I.

General Medical Clinic
A.
B.

II.

Dental Clinic
A.
B.

III.

V.

Rehabilitation Clinic

IX.

Hearing tests
Speech therapy for stroke victims
Classes in lip reading

Health Education Clinic
A.
B.

VIII.

Physical therapy
Occupational therapy

Speech and Hearing Clinic
A.
B.
C.

VII.

Diet services
Meal planning

Podiatrist Clinic
A.
B.

VI.

General dental services
Dental hygienist

Nutritional Clinic
A.
B.

IV.

Routine physical examinations
Daily blood pressure checks

Health classes
Series of lectures in the field of health

Optical Clinic
Pharmacy

Other services provided in the multi-medical unit include a
24-hour telephone crisis line for medical and psychological
and social �r blcm · and a day bed service Eor day care Eor

J

40

the more medically infirmed.

These services allow for older persons to seek medi
cal care while maintaining their independent life styles. 42
The multi-medical clinic is aimed at practicing a preventive
type medicine

(e.g. routine physical examinations, daily

blood pressure checks).

Preventive medicine reduces the

chances of having a medical problem develop into something
more serious which would necessitate the institutionalization of an older individual.

The emphasis is placed on

offering alternatives to institutionalization because the
existing medical facilities are many times inadequate, as
well as, expensive.

A major goal is to involve the older

person in maintaining good health practices.
Another dimension in health care is rehabilitation.
The multi-medical clinic addresses itself to the need for a
strong emphasis on rehabilitation for older persons suffering from strokes and other disabilities.

Since the major

goal is to keep the older person in his own home as desired,
rehabilitation is especially important for stroke victims in
maintaining their independence to the maximum degree feasi
ble.
The staffing for this multi-medical clinic is essential in order to offer quality services to the persons who
attend the Adult Day Care Center.
of the following:
1.

gen ra 1 phy i ian s

These employees consist
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3.

dentist(s)

4.

dental hygienists

5.

ophthalmologist and optician

6.

speech therapist(s)

7.

dietitian

8.

nutritionist

9.

lab technologist

10.

pharmacist

Note:

Services of a social worker(s) will be employed
to assist in dealing with interrelated physical
and psychological needs.

The practitioners will be employed on a periodic or rotating
basis.

This allows for these professionals to maintain

their own practices at Piedmont Geriatric Hospital while
periodically providing service to the older persons who use
the center.

In addition to providing medical services, the

practitioners are called upon to give periodic lectures in
their specialty.
In conclusion, the multi-medical clinic encompasses
many medical-related services under one roof to increase the
older person's accessibility to a wide range of services.
Recognizing

that older persons have mental health

problems, as well as physical health problems, a mental
health clinic will also be provided for the persons who
attend the Adult Day Care Center.
t

ckv ,101

The aim of the clinic is

c rnpr ,Jcn iv , mental ll a.Lth care cJ •livcry s c-
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following framework is used as a guide for establishing pro
cedures toward quality care provided by the mental health
outpatient services.
STANDARDS OF CARE
This involves the staff employed in the mental
health clinic and their training in geriatric psychiatry.
The staff will consist of:
1.

psychiatrist(s)

2.

psychologist(s)

3.

certified social workers

4.

community workers

Like the multi-medical clinic, the staff will operate on a

periodic scheduling basis depending on the needs of their
services.
psychiatry.

The staff should be trained in some geriatric
These practitioners would operate as a team in

assessing the older persons' problems and in assessing the
treatment to resolve the problems.
IN-CENTER SOCIAL SERVICES
One of the foremost problems to be dealt with by
older persons is that of legal problems.

In addition to the

legal perplexities encountered by all citizens, the elderly
must deal with problems of pensions, medical care, age dis
crimination, guardianship, involuntary commitment, nursing
horn

care,

nd hous·ng.

They arc principal claimants

supj,l ,m ·n al !;,�,1n-ity [ncorn ', M -cii'di_c.l, cm 1,

)I: 'Ou1·1;c,

or
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Medicare.

Persons applying for benefits from these programs
often require special legal assistance. 43
Perhaps more than any group, the elderly rely upon
complex public and private institutions for their daily sub
sistence. Therefore, their legal problems relate to the
policies and actions of governmental agencies and private
corporations, both of which often present undecipherable
bureaucratic mazes.

Thus, the elderly are, on one hand, con-

fronted with a vast complex of crucial legal issues, bureau
cracies and forms with which to deal; and on the other hand,
they have no real place to turn for adequate and effective
44
assistance.
Because of this a Para-Legal for the elderly
will be available on a weekly basis to answer any and all
questions concerning public service benefits and to also
act as an advocate to speak up for the rights of older per
sons and negotiate their access to services, and at the same
time, assist older persons to speak up for themselves to
demand quality services and programs.
Through usage of Piedmont Senior Resources, Inc.,
the Area Agency on Aging for Planning District Fourteen, the
participants will be kept informed of other services and
programs available to them.

This would include the

following:
1.

Senior Citizen I.D. Discount Program

2.

Winterization of Homes

3.

Emr loymcnt for tho Elderly
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5.

Emergency Fuel Program

6.

Homemaker Home Health Aides

7.

Information and Referral
By keeping informed of all the services available to

them the participants will have a better chance to remain
independent as an alternative to institutionalizatio n.
OUTREACH (IN-HOME) SERVICES
Fundamental to a system of outreach services is an
adequate and effective system of transportation.

At present,

special transportation systems (i.e. special mini-buses and
vans) are a vital source of transportation for older persons,
especially involved in community social service programs.
However, "one of the most serious problems faced by all of
the systems serving the disadvantaged (public transit or
special systems) is the difficulty of finding the financial
basis in which to begin and continue to operate these

•
4
proJects. II 5

In addition to initial and continuing funding
difficulties, public and special transportation are fre
quently plagued by a number of other problems that further
limit their capacity to serve the transportation disadvantaged.

These problems are outlined as follows:

PUBLIC TRANSIT
1.

the lack of public systems, especially in rural
- rcas
r: p u]) I i. · L c d n �: i. t : : y:: I , • 111:: ,
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even where they dci�exist
3.

the high priority given to the work trip by public
transit

4.

the lack of flexible, personalized service

5.

the presence of many travel barriers on both
vehicles and facilities.

SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION (Senior Citizen vans, etc.)
considerable overlapping and duplication of effort

1.

among various government agencies
2.

this limits the potential for coordinated effort
among them

An important means for providing both improved and expanded
transportation services to the elderly lies in the direction
of using present transportation systems and facilities more
efficiently.
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At Piedmont, existing transportation systems for the
Adult Day Care Center will be used.

Piedmont Geriatric

Hospital presently has several fifteen passenger vans that
are supported by state funds, one of which is equipped with
a lift to transport handicapped and wheelchair persons.
Through the Area Agency on Aging an escort service will be
provided by Green Thumb workers and Title V (Senior Commu
nity Service Employment Program) workers, and if need be,
tap the volunteer resources in the area to provide transportation.
tr
p()rt

It is not anticipated that everyone would need

sportation but the resources wi.11 lo av.:iilablc to tcans
U]J
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For the day care center, transporation will be the

first essential step to meeting the goal of coordinated ser
vice delivery, and will provide not only transportation to and
from the center itself, but for the following as well:
1.

Daily living essentials (shopping/escort)

2.

Community art/sport/lecture events

3.

Visits to friends/relatives
Home health care is a second major category in out

reach services to older persons in their homes in the community.

Because of the limited choice of services, the aging

are often forced to seek an institutional setting when they
require only select service components of the institution's
total service system.

In addition, most of the needed ser-

vices to maintain the elderly in their own homes are non
medical and could be provided by a combination of pro
fessional, non-professional and volunteer personnel working
in the community. 47
Defined, home health service is "the provision of
in
.
. h'is p l ace o f resi'dence."
health care to t he patient
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The advantages of home health services are as follows:
1.

Reduce the length of hospitalization by making
early discharge possible

2.

Diminish the need for readmission to hospitals

3.

Prevent many admissions to nursing homes

4.

Provide a more economical alternative to institu
tional c re

r:

rnci· ·c.lLl, th' effj_c.icn y an l

' t 1 cl thu
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the practicing physician
6.

Decrease capital construction costs by releasing
hospital and institutional beds

7.

Provide patient care in the normalcy of the home
environment

8.

Teach home bound people to live independently

The two major aspects of home health care to be emphasized
are coordination of services to form a smoothly functioning
network of total care, and continuity of services to provide
49
uninterrupted care.
This service will be made available through the Area
Agency on Aging by utilizing CETA employees and persons
funded under Title III-B of the Older Americans Act funds
who have been trained and employed as Homemaker Home Health
Aides.

The Home Health Aides provide services such as sub-

stitute or supplemental care, personal care of home manage
ment tailored to prevent older persons from having to leave
their own homes when self-care is impaired because of social,
psychological or health problems.
Other in-home services are often employed to supplement the services rendered by homemaker aides.

These ser-

vices will be provided by the proposed adult day care center
in addition to the home-health aide.

Such supplementary

services to be provided are:
1.

A daily hot meal or perhaps one hot and one cold
m al to lomol ound families
p.1r ·

tllc'ii'

ow1

llk�,11:;.

r adults unal l.c t

pr,_

2.

Daily telephone contact and/or periodic visits to
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persons who live alone and need to feel that some
one will be getting in touch with them each day, or
need a period of social contact.
3.

Transportation and assistance in getting to medical
facilities or other needed services.

4.

Personal grooming, such as shaving, haircuts, or
hair setting to those confined by illness to their
homes and disabled persons who cannot manage these
tasks by themselves.

5.

Skilled help in making minor home repairs that are
necessary to eliminate safety hazards.

6.

Laundry service, specific house cleaning tasks, and
other tasks that an aged, ill, or disabled person
50
cannot manage.
As a final point in favor of home health service, it

is important to mention the cost savings of the service.
"Horne health care services ..
costs

can help contain hospital

. The economies result from the fact that an

appropriate level of care is being provided in a non-insti. nal care sett.ing.
tutio

II
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And, insurance companies are

beginning to recognize the value and potential cost savings

.
52
of in-home care services.

These services most of which are provided by older
workers and volunteers, are invaluable in keeping the
elderly independent ilnd out of institutions.

49

MANAGEMENT
The overall effectiveness in any organization is
dependent upon its management.

It is useful first to define

management and the implementer of this process, the manager.
Management is the process by which a cooperative group
directs actions of others toward common goals

. Managers

are people who are primarily responsible for seeing to it
that work gets done in an organization.53
It is essential to examine the purpose of the Adult
Day Care Center in order to set up a managerial design that
coincides with this purpose.

This Adult Day Care Center has

two major goals:
To provide means to serve the unmet physical,

1.

social, and psychological needs of persons aged
60+ in a stated geographical rural area.
2.

To coordinate services as a comprehensive unit in
order to serve these needs as an interrelated
complex.

There are six objectives to meet the first goal.
1.

recreation

2.

education

3.

nutrition

4.

medical/rehabilitative services

5.

in-center social services

6.

outreach (in-home) services

w,

will 8rnploy an Activity Director for recreation,
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coordinate through local colleges for education, use a
nutritionist and dietitian already employed at the Hospital,
utilize existing professional staff to handle medical/reha
bilitative services, coordinate with the local Area Agency on
Aging and in particular the para-legal for the elderly for
in-center social services, and will also work closely with
the Area Agency on Aging to see that outreach (in-home)
services are delivered to the elderly using modes of transportation and Home Health workers.

( See page 51 for

organizational chart.)
By pooling and tapping into already existing re
sources, only the following staff will effect the payroll
of the Adult Day Care Center, thus cutting costs so that
the daily charge will only be $15.00 per day based on the
average daily attendance of 12:
1.

Director

$15,000

2.

Activity Director

$12,000

3.

Secretary-Bookkeeper

$10,000

4.

Van Driver (Part-Time)

$ 4,000

5.

Supplies

$ 5,800
TOTAL -

$46,800

The following pages of this chapter contain job
descriptions for each of these four positions that should be
used in an Adult Day Care Center.

51
Figure 4

I AL
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DIRECTOR - JOB QUALIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTION
JOB QUALIFICATIONS
The Day Care center Director must be a college graduate with
a B.S. degree in either Recreation or Sociology.

Previous

recreation or social group work experience preferred.

He/

She should have comprehensive knowledge of Recreation
therapy, social group work and counselling techniques and
interest in continuing education.

Achauffer's driving permit

is also required.
JOB DESCRIPTION
A.

Supervise the Day Care staff and members and volunteers.

B.

Plan the daily and weekly programs.

c.

Be responsible for

the program implementation.
Be responsible for each member's welfare, either help
with personal problems or refer to the proper agency.

D.

Keep close contact with the member's family or social
worker.

E.

Act as a member of the Day Care admission team in
admitting new members.

F.

Plan the budget; have knowledge of Day Care expenses.

G.

Hire the Day Care staff.

H.

Keep daily attendance of all members to be given to
business officer.

I.

Promote and publicize the Day Care Center to attract new
members.

J.

Buy and orl·r all supplies.

f(.
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agencies in Planning District Fourteen.
L.

Voluntary resignation requires at least thirty (30) days
written notice.

SECRETARY-BOOKKEEPER - JOB QUALIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTION
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JOB QUALIFICATIONS
The secretary-bookkeeper must be qualified by experience and
education to take charge of the daily operations of the
office.

She/he must have a working knowledge of bookkeeping

and at least one year of experience in this skill.

The indi-

vidual must also demonstrate a proficiency in typing and
filing.
required.

A knowledge of government funding helpful, but not
No shorthand is necessary.

JOB DESCRIPTION
A.

Day to day office operation.

This includes duties as

receptionist, typist, and filing clerk.
B.

c.

Responsible for payroll, including required deductions.
Will write checks on all invoices and deliver to autho
rized persons for signatures.

D.

Do monthly and quarterly reporting.

E.

Keep accurate records of incoming monies from all sources
and the dispersal of these funds.

F.

Prepare books for annual audit.

G.

Purchase office supplies with authorization of the
director.

H.

Be responsible for the identification of senior citizens
who come to the office.

I.

Work closely with fiscal agent on fiscal matters.

J.

Send out monthly agcndacs for Advisory Council and
uo·rd of Directors mc�Llngs.

K.

Some travel and overnight trips may be required to
attend job related training sessions.
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ACTIVITY DIRECTOR - JOB QUALIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTION
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JOB QUALIFICATIONS
The Day Care Center Activity Director must be a graduate of
high school.

Some training in Sociology or Recreation and

experience in handicrafts and social group activities is
desirable.

He must be willing to improve knowledge and have

interest in continuing education.

The Activity Director is

required to have a Health Card.
JOB DESCRIPTION
A.

Be able to plan and implement recreation projects.

B.

Assist with all other therapy activities such as games,
cooking, gardening and field trips.

c.

Learn and practice Reality Orientation techniques.

D.

Assist the Director in noting and recording social and
physical changes of each member.

E.

Assist the member in personal needs and assist with
individual activity problems.

F.

Voluntary resignation requires a two weeks written
notice.

VAN DRIVER - JOB QUALIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTION
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JOB QUALIFICATIONS
Individual must have ability to drive.

Previous experience

in van driving is helpful, but not essential.

Driver is

required to have a chauffer's driving permit.

Ability to

get along well with the general public is also required.
JOB DESCRIPTION
A.

Transporting clients who have no means of transportation
to and from the Center.

B.

Keep accurate records of all participants transported
daily.

c.

Keep daily mileage sheets.

D.

Keep the van clean and maintained.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS
The intention of this study was to relate a brief
history of Adult Day Care Centers, to conduct a needs
assessment for Adult Day Care in Southside Virginia, and to
review a plan for operating an Adult Day Care Center in
Southside Virginia.
Some of the findings of this study were that the
future of Adult Day Care Centers for the elderly seems to be
an idea that is spreading.

Adult Day Care is becoming more

popular each day, and more and more people are using its
services as an alternative to institutionalization.
An assessment of Adult Day Care needs in Southside
Virginia shows clearly that several centers would be
utilized by the area elderly if they were available and if
some transportation was provided.
Also discovered was the fact that by using these
nine basic elements:

Planning, Funding, Recreation, Educa-

tion, Nutrition, Medical/Rehabilitative Services, In Center
Services, Outreach (In-Home) Services, and Management - a
workable plan could be constructed by which to operate an
Adult Day Care Center.

Other findings indicate that such

a facility in Soutl side Virginia is feasible as to need,
r-8
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funding, and support services.

It is recommended that the

procedure for establishing and operating an Adult Day Care
Center presented in this thesis should be implemented in
Southside Virginia.
In conclusion, the Adult Day Care Center will be estab
lished to provide more comprehensive and effective services
for the elderly, and to offer a wide range of services to
those elderly who need more than a Senior Citizens Center to
help them in dealing with the problems of old age and retire54
ment.
With increased awareness, it is hoped that the
public will gain further insight into the total concept of
Adult Day Care and its relationship to elderly individuals,

. communi. ty. 55
.
and their
their family,

. exactly those
It is

experiences that come from having "lived through it all"
that allows the Adult Day Care participant, family members
and general public to benefit from the many services adult
day care offers.
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The pattern of our own aging will be determined
within the crucible of what we have created .

What is

the future to the aging?

The only

Who can say for certain?

certainity seems to be that the future we plan will be our
57
own.
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Geriatric Day Care Center

MEDICAL CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION

1. Clients must be ...

A.
fL
C.
D.
E,

in home environment which docs not provicie JdequJte daytime supervision.
r1ble 10 handl_e person;1I needs under supervision.
cap,iblc of complete continence.
mentally r1lert.
ambulatory or able to provide their own mobility (ie. wheelchair, walker, cane).

2. Mcdicilt ions wi II be administered provided the following a re cler1rly stated:
A. Drug Name
B. Dosage
C. Frequency of Administration
D. Container Labeled by Pharmacy
3. Medications are to be provided solely by the client.
4. No Narcotic drugs will be ,ii lowed.

s.

Semi-annual review by the client's family physician will be required in the following areas:
A. Physical Status
B. Medications

6. Therapeutic diets can be provided.
7. Skin test for tuberculosis screening required.

,�
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Geriatric Day Care Center

CLIENT PROFILE
· Name -----, -::: -: =-- ----------: :::-: - _ ________ S.S. ;; __________ Date of Admission __ ___
F i rs t
La s t
.' Addr·ess ------------------------------- Age ___ Date of Birth

-----

!

· i Next of Kin (Responsible Party) _______ __ ______ ____ _____ __ ______ _ ______
:. :
: Phone: Home

---------;-------------

Work _________________________;___________
,l\ttending Physician: _____________________ Phone:
-!ospital Preference: _____________________ Phone:

------------:;:
;;:--------"ll,-

------------

,)iagnosis: - ---- -------------------------------------------v1edications: ------------------------------------------------

. )iet: -----------------------------�-------�---

"

i!,pplia nces: -- ----------------------------------- ----- -----' emarks: ____ _____________ _________________________________

�t 1mily History: ---'7

---------------------------------------- ---

:--

icial History: (Hobbies and Special Interests of Past 10 Yrs.) _______________ _ ___
_ ___ ___

___

abilities:---------------- ----------------------------------

70
I

� Impairme
nts:-------

--------------------------------------�

------ 'i.���-�-':ommunication Ability:-------------------------------------------

.. Can Speak --------------------- ---------- -------�
•,;,.
Can Write
Understands English
UnderstandsWriting
UnderstJ ndsGestures------------------------------------------ -

1

1,---------------.:,__
it o
_ _
e
_
;.ctivity Tol rance Lim ati ns: ________ ____________.:_____ _ _____________

None __________________________________________
Moderate _________________________________________
Severe

iet: ------,------------------------------------------------

.egular----------- -------------------------- --- --------oft _________________________________
)Othless ------------ ----------

---- - -------- -- - -------

?ecial -------------------------------- -------------------

---------------
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Geriatric Day Cue Center

PHYSICIAN'S ORDER SHEET
-ame; ________________________________ Soc. Sec.# _______________
ge:__:________________________ Date of Bi rt h _ ______________
,i

Ordered
1a1e Hour)

Physician's Order With Sign.:iture

Date
Disc.

Nurse's
Sign.:iture

.

,

..

...,

.
:,_
I

;

I

-·
1!

,-

I

-

..
.:�

--

-r

I
-

-

-

-

-

- 1-�

�

Tim,_·
Note-,
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Geriatric D.iy Care Center

NURSES NOTES

------ -------:-:---------------SOC.SEC.# ____________
First

Last

.TE

TIME

REMARKS

.,,_.

"!

6

J
..,

I

..

---�

�
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GERIAT�IC DAY CARE CENTER
HISTORY AND PHYSICAL
Nc1me: __ _____ __________ ____________ Soc. Sec."

-----------

Age: ------------------------------- Da1e of 13irth

----------

Brief History (Present Illness or Medical Problemsinclude Medications) ______________________

..

,

Pc1st History: Operations---------------------------------------Illnesses --------------------------------------Allergies ______________________________________·.:._
� ___
1 6

Physicc1I Exam:---------------------------------------- Height: ____ Ft. ___ In.

Weight__ __ _ T __ P__ R ____ BP_________________

General c1ndMental Status:---------------------------------------HEENT __-4------------------------------------Lungs
Heart ---------------------------------------------
Abdomen------------------------------------ ----- -
Neuro ----- --------------- -------------------------Other Pertainentfindings _________________________________________
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I.V.N.A. PATIENT AND HOME EVALUATION
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TO:
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□ □
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□ □
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IV. Impairments
Physical
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usual functional pattern
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Vision
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Alertness
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Behavior Patterns
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Ability to plan and make
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VI. cont.
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Ability for □elf-medication
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Ability to use public
transportation

VII. Social Factors
Housing
Family composition
Family relationships
Friends
...,

Family substitute
Education
Use of leisure time
Ethnic background
Geographical origin
Cultural background
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Method
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